








































































Friday Sept 16 Fall 22
Lecture 8

Anyqgcenewnt.hu emnefrswed 1.4.1.5 some 1.6

Q3 next Thursday 1.5 1.6
El on 9 28

Section 1.5 Trigonometric Functions

Two units of measure for angles
radians and degrees

A circle has 3600 or 2x radians
so the conversion factor is

degrees 326,1 radians

18g radians

The other direction
radians go

degrees











































































Exe right angle

34
How many radians

Fo 90 Inadian
2312 15

450 450 I radians

convent to degrees

tradian 18 01 II
I 57.30

acute less than 900
obtuse more than 900

The point of radians is they
correspond to arclength for
a unitarde 2 a circle with

radius 1











































































full circle 2K radians
circumference 21T

011

I radian

j are length 1

Hid

Co 1 are length
I 2

it

Co 1

Angles technically a direction Positive

angles go counterclockwise negative
angles go clockwise











































































A radian

to start
1 radian

sineandcosmen

As you spin a point around the
outside of a circle the trig
functions cosine and sine tell
you the x and y coordinates
of that point

I
what are the x
and y coords

ay of this point
since Fo costa since











































































Sin O y coordinate of the point 50
going around the circle

t.in

E3I

Implitude distanceperiodhotlong
from the middle until it

height to the highest repeats

height D

cos Q x coordinate of the point
as it goes around the circle

É if

tt











































































Amplitude 1 Period 2 1 60

sin and cos on the same graph
a

go
time

E T

s

Section 1.3 5m10s cos O E
book has lots more examples

Notation Instead of sin 0 it
is common to write since
These are different than sin 02

Facts For any angle Q
sinYO cosU 1











































































a b p

cost costa 1

sin and cos can be transformed like
any other function

1 31 3

A sin B O 131 3

amplitude IAI

period 3


